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OVERVIEW 

MATRIX is a revolutionary system 

which enables a secure storage of hard 

drives, computer chips, flash disks, 

documents and other media devices 

while the access to each object is fully 

managed 

 

The system keeps track of every 

transaction made and helps you to stay 

in control knowing who took what, 

when and for what purpose 

For higher security requirements, the 

system could even video records every 

transaction allowing you to have visual 

in addition to the standard reports  

 

MATRIX supply an end-to-end solution 

for chip makers, data centers or any 

other organization with a need of 

protecting, controlling and keeping 

track of valuable media 



HOW DOES IT WORK 

Video Records  

For an even higher level of security, a dedicated 
camera can be added  to capture every transaction 

Select item 
According to personal 
authorizations 

To the requested item only 

Receive access 

Identify    
Biometric / Proximity Tag / 
Pin code 



HARD DRIVES 

MATRIX provide the best end-to-end 

solution in the market for securing and 

controlling media devices. 
 

Data centers and other cloud storage 

providers uses MATRIX to secure their 

servers hard drives before (to ensure safe 

source) or after its entered to the server 

(to save and protect stored data) 
 

Each individual disk is well protected and 

access is restricted to authorized 

personals only 
 

MATRIX gives you a real time tracking so 

you'll know the exact location of every 

device   



When you have dozens of employees 

which needs access to hundreds of units  

(CPU’s) – control is a big issue 
 

With MATRIX you have full control!  

Every unit is secured and the access  

to it is managed according to  

personal authorization  

you set 
 

Gain immediate  

tracking of every unit and   

increase your efficiency  

at your daily work 

CHIPS 

Up to 2,400 chips   
in one unit 



Fits your needs 
Design your own drawers by selecting 

any combination of 19 bin sizes to 

utilize capacity. 

 

From computer chip compartment to 

laptop size – everything is possible! 



Limit system access to working hours only 

Limit the number of items that a user can hold at the same time 

Require users to report check out reason 

Determine due date of each items 

Send alerts when item wasn't returned on time  

Document every transaction by video camera  

Send alerts when a drawer was forced open and start the camera  

Control from a remote location  

The control you want 
with the  

security you need!  



ULTRA (Floor standing) 
Dimensions (WxHxD):   
115x145x71cm (45x57x27.6 inch) 
Weight: Up to 450kg (1,000 lb.)  
 
Content: PC / 17” touch screen / UPS   
Optional: Biometric reader /  
RFID reader / barcode scanner /  
speakers / video camera 

COMPACT (Desktop) 
Dimensions (WxHxD):   
84x74x56cm (33x29x22 inch) 
Weight: Up to 145kg (320 lb.)  
 
Content: PC / 15” touch screen / UPS   
Optional: Biometric reader /  
RFID reader / barcode  scanner/ 
speakers / video camera / trolley 

FRAME (Wall mounted) 
Dimensions (WxHxD):   
100x66x10cm (39.8x26x3.5 inch) 
Weight: Up to 36kg (79 lb.)  
 
Content: 10.2” panel 
Optional: Biometric reader /  
RFID reader / video camera  

MODELS 


